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In which phase of your PhD work are you?:
I have been a scientific assistant at IPEK for the last one and a half years. The phase of research clarification is done. The next steps are to set up a suitable research design.

How does your work refer or contribute to the field of systems engineering?:
The aim of my work is to increase the acceptance of model based systems engineering (MBSE) in the field of mechanical engineering. This will be done by researching options supporting the modelling of principle solution and embodiment using models. These models have to fit with the overall methodology used by mechanical engineers and must be linked to system models and computer aided design (CAD)-models, which are the main tool to define the final embodiment in mechanical engineering.

1.0 Problem Statement
It was observed that mechanical engineers in some cases struggle with the system context and the requirements of a part or subsystem they are supposed to design. Furthermore it would be helpful, to get information on concepts and working principles that have been chosen during earlier phases of the product development. Another issue is understanding a system design (focus on the embodiment), if changes to a given product should be conducted.[1]

Also the different levels of abstraction between system models (such as SysML models) and CAD models are a major barrier for mechanical engineers to use system models. [2]

The concepts of model based systems engineering (compare [3], [4]) seem to be suitable for information distribution as desired. Adaptions of modeling languages or new model-concepts will be investigated to overcome the missing acceptance of these concepts by mechanical engineers. More than 85 % of the methods described by Pahl/Beitz [5], which are relevant for function-embodiment-synthesis, require or suggest the usage of sketches, pictures and other visualizations [6]. Therefore the focus of this work will be on the usage of visualization within MBSE.

2.0 Research Objective, Hypothesis and Research Question
The objective of this research work is to develop an approach…

• … to document information (concerning functions, requirements, concepts, working principles, etc.) during concept phases and to offer these information to a designer while modeling with CAD
• … to achieve traceability of the content of CAD models concerning functions, requirements, working principles of parts and assemblies.

Since mechanical engineers work a lot with sketches made by hand, a hypothesis is:

Sketches as a main view to system models help mechanical engineers to get comfortable with (digital) system models.

The main research question is:

How can the work with sketches used for the modelling of principle solution and embodiment be adapted to get the content linkable in digital model chains?
If it is possible to use (hand drawn) sketches within system models - with an acceptable amount of effort -, this will help to increase the acceptance of MBSE.

3.0 Research Approach
In order to achieve the research objectives, an approach based on best practices and scientific findings will be used. Studies on the needs of mechanical engineers will be done. Furthermore, the processes in industry will be considered to design the new approach appropriate for industry use and to achieve user acceptance.

4.0 Methodology
As stated above the next steps are to set up a detailed research design. The research methodology will be based on MARXEN [7](compare Figure 1).

5.0 Research Contribution and Practical Implications
A successful implementation of the aimed approach will increase the efficiency and acceptance of systems engineering. The distributed up-to-date information will help engineers to save time to clarify system context and requirements of “their” part of the system. It will help to reduce iteration loops by having important information present. Furthermore, the analysis of systems will get more effective, if changes or further developments are planned.

The connection of CAD-Systems to MBSE-models with a methodical approach will raise the return of invest of MBSE. Companies, that do invest in model based systems engineering, will get a more effective development process by using the model information from systems engineering with more disciplines - like mechanical engineering in this case.

![Figure 1: Development path of design support [7](check marks added to display research progress)]
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Motivation – Use Case 1

- During Function-Embodiment-Synthesis (FES)
  - Different **illustrations are used** by engineers
  - Option to link the content of illustrations, showing important developed objects, is requested
  - **Not all relevant information** generated during the concept phase is **communicated** to CAD designers

**Task:** Model embodiment to fulfill function...

**Questions:**
- What are the boundary conditions & requirements?
- What did my colleagues decide during the concept phase?
Motivation – Use Case 2

• In development of product generations
  • Engineers **have to gain a detailed understanding** of the functions, achieved by the given reference embodiment

**Task:** Optimize the given embodiment concerning...

• Which functionality is supported by this area of the embodiment? Is there any?
• What will happen, if I change this area of the embodiment?
Motivation – MBSE

• In both use cases aspects of knowledge management are requested
• Interconnected models seem to be suitable solving the challenges

MBSE concepts are investigated concerning their capabilities to support FES and the review of reference embodiments
• Free sketches are commonly used
  • See Pahl/Beitz & Koller/Kastrup

• Usage of visualization, such as free sketches, is supporting FES activities
  • cognitive psychology

• Interdisciplinary modeling languages like SysML are not capable to link the content of free sketches to other model elements
Research Objective…

• … is to develop an approach for knowledge management on FES by integrating free sketches in MBSE in order to support the introduced use cases
„Free Sketches as a main view to system models help mechanical engineers to get comfortable with system models“
Main question:

• How can the **work with free sketches**, used to model principle solution and embodiment, be **adapted**, to get their **content linkable** in digital model chains?

• Additionally more detailed questions
Research Design by Marxen

I. Difficulties in engineering design practice
   - Design support supposed to solve observed difficulties

II. Hypotheses about the way the support helps designers
   - Hypotheses about the success factors of the support

III. Experimental research
     - New findings can lead to revision

IV. If experiments support methodological approach to be successful
     - Transfer to practice and education
     - Implementation studies

V. Education studies
     - Design support supposed to resembles successful design activities.
Reviewing Literature
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My Approach – an example
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- Conceptual View
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Amplification of Force → Lever → Lever Mechanism

Sketch Snippet → «Component» Lever bar
Sketch Snippet → «Component» Bearing
Sketch Snippet → «Component» Bearing block

Use Cases → To CAD
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Outlook – Next Steps

• Develop a software tool to support the new approach

• Validate the new approach in development projects

• Integrate the Contact & Channel Approach (C&C²-A)

• Publicize at
  • IEEE ISSE – IEEE International Symposium on Systems Engineering
  • TdSE – Tag des Systems Engineering
Summary / Contribution

• Successful implementation of the approach will…
  • … increase efficiency in SE (e.g. less of cost intensive iterations)
  • … raise the RoI of MBSE by more efficient engineering, due to using the model information from SE in more disciplines
Georg Moeser
Scientific Assistant
IPEK – Institute of Product Engineering
at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)
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